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1. Introduction

For athletes, reaction time is the determinant to achieve

great performance (Jos, J. A., Stijn, P., & Jay, P. 2006).

Besides strengthening physical, contestants will also use

training equipment to improve self-reactive and foremost

response time. Martial art sports vision reaction

measurement system was designed to develop and

understand the reaction time and foremost respond time of

contestant’s hands and feet. Themeasurement system is

suitable for martial art training of accuracy in hitting the

target, and it can also apply on different kinds of sports.

Furthermore, the measurement system can provide data

collection to help contestants in ability of reaction time and

foremost respond time.

2. Methods

Martial art sports vision reaction measurement system

divided into software (Fig.1) and hardware (Fig.2). The

software was designed in NI LabView 8.0 environment,

which is able to manage the order of lightings, save the files

of subject’s information and testresults. The hardware was

developed into piezoelectric sensor system, including

pressure sensor pads, PC-link interface and measuring

program connected circuit implement of microprocessor, as

described below: (1) Pressure sensor pad can send the

hitting pressure signals from sensing zone and receive the

LED power signals, 12×9 cm rectangular panel contains

pressure sensor conductive rubbers, with four red LEDs on

the corners. (2)PC-link interface connected circuit

implement of microprocessor consists of microprocessor

devices, with timer included. The signal would light when

subjects hit the target, and then connected pressure sensors

to the 14 pressure sensor pads. In order to determine the

reliability of martial art sports vision reaction measurement

system of 21 subjects were recruited randomly from Chang

Gung University. The mean age of subjects was 21.71±2.88

years, height 168.41±7.89 cm, and weight 61.38±11.95 kg.

The subjects were arranged to take the test on October 25

and 26, 2008 in the same period of time. For example,

subject A take front side test at 10:00 am on October 25,

then take the back side test at 10:00 am on October 26.

Refer to eye-hand coordination reaction time experiment set

up by Ludeke & Ferreira in 2003, two sensor pads were

placed at subjects height with horizontal distance of 72 cm.

Every test lighted only one sensor pad, and the period of

start and light is 2~6 sec. For the test of right hand, subjects

put their hands on the sensor pads of right side, pressed the

sensor pads of left side when the signal was lighted; left

hand did the same test as right hand. The time between

lighting and pressing the sensor pads would be saved as

foremost respond time (Fig.3).Five time measurement on

both hands, take three out five measurement results of

foremost respond time were selected to obtain the average,

best and worst record were excluded. The subjects were

tested again on the second day. SPSS 10.0 statistics

software for Windows was used to analyze data with

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICCs).

Fig.1 Martial art training record form



Fig.2 Martial art sports vision reaction measurement system

Fig.3 Eye-hand coordination Fig.4 Sensor pads was

reaction time experiment placed on the model

3. Results and Discussion

In order to determine the reliability of martial art sports

vision reaction measurement system, 21 subjects were

tested by eye-hand coordination and reaction time

experiment. Statistic for eye-hand coordination reaction

time experiment is showed in Table 1 indicated that both

dominant hand and non-dominant hand meet the standard.

The result showed that martial art sports vision reaction

measurement system is highly reliable, except for the

induction decay in pressure sensor pads. To avoid poor

contact, all pressure sensor pads were checked before

starting the test. The experiment can be modified to apply

on different objects in the future.
Table 1 Statistic of eye-hand coordination reaction time

experiment

4. Conclusions

In this study, martial art sports vision reaction

measurement system showed high reliability. The

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICCs) was

conducted. It is hoped, the measurement system can

apply on not only martial art training, but different

kinds of sports; in the mean while, provide a reference

about data collected from contestant’s hands and feet 

reaction time and foremost respond time for training

and study purpose.
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Subjects dominant hand Non- dominant hand
n=21 front(ms) back(ms) front(ms) back(ms)
ICC 0.900 0.844
95%CI 0.774~0.958 0.661~0.933
P 0 .000 0 .000
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